i3BOARD WITH CAPACITIVE SENSE TECHNOLOGY
Bringing advanced touch screen user experiences to your meeting room
All i3 BOARDS offer the best of both worlds with a powerful touch interface combined with a durable whiteboard surface that has
a lifetime warranty and a sleek, ultra-thin aluminium frame. This latest i3BOARD C-Sense is the first interactive whiteboard to use
Capacitive Sense Technology.
Even if you have never heard of capacitive sense technology, you have been using it for quite some time now: just think about
your smartphone or tablet touchscreens. A capacitive touchscreen works by sensing the conductive properties of an object,
generally your fingertip’s skin.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
A capacitive touchscreen uses the electrical properties of the human body. The human body is conducive, meaning electricity
can pass through it.
So when you touch a capacitive screen with the tip of your finger (think of it as another electrical conductor), you cause a change
in the screen’s electrical field. Even the slightest touch of your finger will be measured.
A capacitive screen does not rely on pressure, making it more responsive than a traditional resistive screen with unequalled
user experiences as a result.

C- SENSE TECHNOLOGY IN BUSINESS ENVIRONMENTS
Be in full control of your presentation environment
Whether at home, in learning or business environments, we are increasingly using touchscreens as a powerful communication
aid. They have become as natural as a keyboard or a mouse.
The i3BOARD with C-Sense Technology helps create an information-sharing environment that ties in with this development.
Furthermore, it provides an answer to everyone looking for new and innovative methods for enhancing communication
processes and visualising data.

WHY OPT FOR AN i3BOARD WITH C-SENSE TECHNOLOGY?
Flicking, dragging, pinching and swiping: these gesture-based actions come naturally to most of us nowadays. The i3BOARD with
C-Sense Technology incorporates capacitive sensing, making it highly responsive, as it does not rely on pressure. This fully
capacitive whiteboard brings intuitiveness and interactivity to the meeting room.
Whether you’re giving a high-profile presentation to potential investors or setting up a brainstorm with your team to develop new
ideas, you will be in full control of your presentation environment. The i3BOARD with C-Sense technology is the next step in
using innovative presentation technology to its fullest potential.

Main features
• Multi-user interaction and up to 30 touch points
• Extremely precise
• Fast response
• Very sensitive: even the slightest touch can register an input
• No ghosting
• No shadow issues
• Excellent optical performance (high transmissivity)
• High durability
• Platform independent
• Increased product life span
• Finger touch or stylus only
• Standard wall-mount included
Duo-surface capabilities
• Excellent visibility
• Superior projection
• No shadow issues
Appearance
• Ultra-narrow aluminium frame
• Sleek
• Enhanced look and feel
• Easy maintenance

Learn more about the i3BOARD with Capacitive Sense Technology?
www.i3-technologies.com
info@i3-technologies.com
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